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 “…and where we walk and explore, the ground speaks” 

-Experiential learning of Toronto’s past 
Teaching strategies and resources for Grade 10 Canadian history and study of Toronto’s local history 

Researched and created by: Katy Whitfield 
 

My teaching philosophy is strongly connected to the words of African-American historian 

John Hope Franklin who wrote that "We must get beyond textbooks, go out into the bypaths 
and untrodden depths of the wilderness and travel and explore and tell the world the glories 
of our journey.” I firmly believe that as teachers we must do whatever we can to make history 
come alive for our students. One of the ways I have personally done this is to travel 
intentionally around the city, Canada and the world and to go and experience and photograph different places 
and communities that I teach about. One of the best ways we can give our students this experience is to go on 
walking/discovery tours of local sites and neighbourhoods. In Toronto our rich local history gives us so many 
avenues for historical adventure and exploration.   

If you are teaching Grade 10 Canadian history you can really pick any neighbourhood in the city as your 
starting point. The community where your school is located is ideal and can be helpful in finding out about the  
settlement, development and history of your community. More specifically, depending on the decade you are 
teaching, you can have students visit Kensington Market and look at the immigrant experience; you can visit 
Don Mills and learn about the development of Canada’s first suburban community in the 1950s; furthermore, 
you can look at Yonge Street-the homes and buildings where historical events have taken place on Canada’s 
longest and most famous street. Even visiting Spadina House, the Carlu or the grounds of the University of 
Toronto—the possibilities are endless! Some of these great places/locations are often featured as part of 
Toronto’s Annual Doors Open Toronto which takes places in June-a great time to do some exploration as a 
teacher.  Whichever community or location you choose, your students will benefit from learning about the rich 
history of the construction and development of the site, about the people who lived and worked there, and about 
how the neighbourhoods have changed due to the addition of public transportation, the establishment of new 
immigrant communities and in some cases due to unforeseen disasters like fires, hurricanes,  redevelopment or 
relocation.  
   
Here are some practical suggestions of activities you can do to engage your students in exploring 

places where the ground speaks! 
 
Activity 1: Create your own local [Murmur] Project 
[Murmur] (http://murmurtoronto.ca/) is a documentary oral history project, first established in 
Kensington Market in 2003 and was developed with the help of the CFC Media Lab in Toronto. This 
project records stories and memories told by citizens about specific geographical locations. All places 
where there are connections are indicated in Toronto with a [murmur] sign and a telephone number 
where a person can call on a mobile phone to listen to the story while they are standing at the exact spot. 
Some of the recorded stories suggest that people walk around in the space while others ask the listener to 

observe their feet and their gaze. According the [Murmur] project website, the history told in these 
recordings is: “from the ground up, told by the voices that are often overlooked when the stories of cities 

are told. We know about the skyscrapers, sports stadiums and landmarks, but [murmur] looks for the 
intimate, neighbourhood-level voices that tell the day-to-day stories that make up a city. The smallest, 
greyest or most nondescript building can be transformed by the stories that live in it. Once heard, these 
stories can change the way people think about that place and the city at large.” What I love about the 
stories in this unique project is that they are personal; some reveal secrets and private truths and are 

shared from a variety of different multicultural and generational voices.  
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Using the concept of the [Murmur] Project, have your students map out hotspots in the 

communities surrounding your school and their homes and have them do some local research in 
gathering stories using oral history or in recording their own personal stories relating to places that 

surround them. Using their iphones or cell phones they could record them saying these stories and could 
even create a printed walking guide for their classmates to go and discover the hidden stories on their 

own personal walking tours.  
 

Activity 2: Community mapping 

Organize a walking excursion of the streets that make up your local community. Have the students 
create a hand-drawn map where they indicate the types of buildings, approximate dates of their  
construction and some key detail about the architecture. This is one of the activities I did when I was 
in high school and we spent time in the Grange area, in Kensington Market and on Yonge Street. We 
even had to create drawings to show the different architectural designs of the different historical 
periods. I still have great memories of how much I learned about the city through this cool 

experience!   
 

Activity 3: Connecting historical places with literature 
There are so many novels set in Toronto throughout the 20th century that provide excellent descriptions of 

historical spaces and their historical significances. Have your students choose 
a neighbourhood. Send them to go and record their observations and 
research findings about some of the important historical locations within that 
neighbourhood. Even encourage your students to talk to local community 
members who have lived or worked in the community for several decades 
and have them record some oral histories. Once the research is complete, ask 
the students to connect their own research with the writings of Toronto’s 
authors-do a comparison and share your findings with the class. 
Some suggestions of Toronto fiction about place include works by Michael Ondaatje, Margaret Atwood, 
Dionne Brand and others. See this web link of other suggested authors and works: 
http://www.blogto.com/books_lit/2011/08/the_top_20_novels_set_in_toronto/ 
 

Activity 4: Who all lived and worked here... 
Visit your local archives and have the students conduct research on the history of land ownership, 
immigration patterns, the impacts of public transportation and other factors affecting settlement and the 
changing nature of the community. Based on their research (which should date back to the origins of the 
land under ownership by the Aboriginal peoples residing there-or as far back is historically recorded) ask 
the students to create a historical annotated timeline with text and images to represent the lives and 

experiences of those who lived and worked in the area over a period of 100 years.  
 

Activity 5: From vintage photographs to finding historical locations today 
http://vintagetoronto.wordpress.com/ is an incredible resource of archived photographs of important 
places in Toronto dating back to the late 19th century and carrying on up to the present. Use the 

photographs from this site as a way of kick-starting a City Scavenger Hunt where each student is to take 
the image, identify its’ location and go and photograph and research its importance today. This is a great 
activity particularly for kinesthetic learners and to give students opportunities to learn about place 
experientially.  

A few other useful web links about maps and places in Toronto 
 "City of Toronto: City of Toronto Archives - Scanned Maps." City of Toronto: City of Toronto Archives - 

Scanned Maps. Web. 07 May 2012. <http://www.toronto.ca/archives/maps.htm>. 

 "Don River Valley Historical Mapping Project." Don River Valley Historical Mapping Project. Web. 07 May 
2012. <http://maps.library.utoronto.ca/dvhmp/>. 

 "If You like Historical Maps of Toronto, Go Here..." BlogTO. Web. 07 May 2012. 
<http://www.blogto.com/city/2011/02/if_you_like_historical_maps_of_toronto_go_here/>. 


